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A Bathroom to 
Suit You

BARIL Finishes | Available in every collections

Brushed 
nickel

WhiteSatin brassMatte blackChrome GoldVenitian 
bronze

Satin 
copper

Polished 
nickel

Our Exclusive Finishes | Available in certain collections only

MistBlack 
titanium

French 
gold

Glossy 
black

Blush

When it comes to creating your dream bathroom, every detail counts, 
and faucets are no exception. This is why BARIL is committed to 
bring beauty to people's homes, by offering faucets that combine 
performance and aesthetics.

I am happy to present to you in this lookbook our various bathroom 
collections, from modern to classic styles, as well as our design-
oriented collections. If, like us, you love beauty and quality, BARIL has 
the faucet for you!

Marie-Eve Baril
President
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Single-hole lavatory faucet, 
drain not included*

B04-1005-00L-xx

High single-hole lavatory faucet, 
drain not included

B04-1020-00L-xx

8” c/c lavatory faucet, 
drain included

B04-8009-00L-xx

8” c/c lavatory faucet, 
drain included

B45-8009-00L-xx

2-piece tub filler with 
hand shower

B04-1249-00-xx

Floor-mounted tub 
filler with hand shower

B45-1100-00-xx

Complete thermostatic
pressure balanced shower kit

PRO-4306-45-xx

Single-hole lavatory faucet, 
drain not included*

B45-1005-00L-xx

SENS B45
This collection follows the rounded square trend. 
With their soft curves, SENS faucets are both 
sleek and modern, as well as ergonomic.

Single lever wall-mounted lavatory 
faucet, drain not included

B04-8100-00L-KM

Floor-mounted tub filler 
with hand shower

B04-1100-00-KM

PETITE B04 A versatile, timeless collection, PETITE will seduce 
you with its delicate, refined lines, inspired by the 
timeless little black dress.

Single lever wall-mounted lavatory 
faucet, drain not included

B45-8100-04L-NN

Complete thermostatic
pressure balanced shower kit

PRO-4205-04-KM

* Also available with the drain included.  
Replace 00L with 1PL.

Products from the B04 collection are shown in KM finish.

Products from the B45 collection are shown in NN finish.
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ZIP B66
ZIP is the ultimate timeless 
collection, designed to suit 
every trend! Its tubular shapes 
will add a sophisticated touch 
to your bathroom.

Wall-mounted tub faucet 
with hand shower

B66-2001-00-xx

Single-hole lavatory faucet, 
drain not included*

B66-1005-00L-xx

Single-hole lavatory faucet, 
drain not included*

B66-1010-01L-xx

High single-hole lavatory 
faucet, drain not included

B66-1020-00L-xx

Single lever wall-mounted lavatory faucet,
drain not included

B66-8120-04L-xx

8” c/c lavatory faucet, 
drain included

B66-8029-00L-xx 8” c/c lavatory faucet, 
drain included

B14-8009-00L-xx

3-piece tub filler with
hand shower

B14-1329-00-xx

OVAL 
B14
This collection is similar to 
the round-based classic 
faucets but with a touch 
of originality thanks to 
their oval shapes.

Single lever wall-mounted lavatory 
faucet, drain not included

B66-8100-04L-LL

Floor-mounted tub 
filler with hand shower 

B66-1100-02-LL

Single-hole lavatory faucet, 
drain not included* 

B14-1010-01L-CC

High single-hole lavatory 
faucet, drain not included

B14-1020-00L-xx

Complete thermostatic
pressure balanced shower kit

PRO-4206-66-BB

* Also available with the drain included. 
Replace 00L with 1PL.

Products from the B66 collection are shown in BB finish. Products from the B14 collection are shown in CC finish.
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Single-hole lavatory faucet, 
drain not included*

B46-1010-00L-xx

Single-hole lavatory faucet, 
drain not included*

B46-1030-00L-xx

High single-hole lavatory faucet, 
drain not included

B46-1020-00L-xx

Single lever wall-mounted lavatory faucet,
drain not included

B46-8100-04L-xx

8” c/c lavatory faucet, 
drain included

B46-8009-00L-xx

2-piece tub filler with 
hand shower

B46-1249-00-xx

High single-hole lavatory 
faucet, drain not included 

B46-1040-00L-CC

PROFILE B46
The PROFILE collection stands out for the inherent movement in its 
design. The slender spout with its thin edge is naturally linked to the 
tubular body, surmounted by a perfectly aligned handle.

Single lever wall-mounted 
lavatory faucet,

drain not included

B05-8100-00L-xx

8” c/c lavatory faucet, 
drain included

B05-8009-00L-xx

Floor-mounted tub filler 
with hand shower

B05-1100-02-xx

REC B05
The REC collection offers 
perfectly structured and 
balanced faucets that play 
on rectangular shapes.

Single-hole lavatory faucet, 
drain not included*

B05-1010-01L-CC

4-piece tub filler with 
hand shower

B27-1481-07-xx

8” c/c lavatory faucet, 
drain not included

B27-8000-00L-xx

4-piece tub filler with 
hand shower

B28-1481-07-xx

8” c/c lavatory faucet, 
drain not included

B28-8000-00L-xx

8” c/c lavatory faucet, 
drain not included

B27-8000-00L-VV

HAÜS 
B27-28
HAÜS faucets represent the 
perfect balance between curved 
and straight lines.

* Also available with the drain included.  
Replace 00L with 1PL.

Products from the B46 collection are shown in CC finish. Products from the B27-28 collections are shown in VV finish.

Products from the B05 collection are shown in CC finish.
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8” c/c lavatory faucet, 
drain included

B72-8001-01L-xx

8” c/c lavatory faucet, 
drain included

B71-8001-01L-xx

8” c/c lavatory faucet, 
drain included

B18-8001-00L-xx

8” c/c lavatory faucet, 
drain included

B16-8001-01L-xx

Wall-mounted lavatory 
faucet, drain not included

B72-8041-00L-xx

Wall-mounted lavatory 
faucet, drain not included

B71-8041-00L-xx

Wall-mounted lavatory 
faucet, drain not included

B18-8041-00L-xx

Wall-mounted lavatory 
faucet, drain not included

B16-8041-00L-xx

Wall-mounted tub faucet 
with hand shower

B72-1201-01-xx

Wall-mounted tub faucet 
with hand shower

B71-1201-01-xx

Wall-mounted tub faucet 
with hand shower

B18-1201-01-xx

Wall-mounted tub faucet 
with hand shower

B16-1201-01-xx

Classic 
Collections

Enhance your farmhouse bathroom with NAUTICA, 
RALPH, EVA and TRADITION! These collections 
combine our modern functions with traditional 
styles, blending perfectly into a cozy farmhouse 
decor. Their design evokes the craftsmanship of 
yesteryear, with curved shapes right down to the 
details on the handles. Go for a brushed finish 
like satin brass (LL) or satin copper (VV) for a 
completely rustic result, or pair them with a more 
contemporary finish like chrome (CC), gold (GG) or 
even white (BB) for a modern touch.

RALPH
B18

EVA
B71

TRADITION
B72

NAUTICA
B16

Wall-mounted tub 
faucet with hand shower 

B72-1201-01-CC

Pair of freestanding 
pillar legs 

COL-3004-03-CC

Complete thermostatic 
shower kit on column 

PRO-1100-16-VV

8” c/c lavatory faucet, 
drain included 

B72-8001-01L-GG

Products from the B16, B18, B71 and B72 collections  
are shown in LL, GG, VV and CC finishes.
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MARIE B35
Born from a partnership with Maison Marie Saint Pierre, the MARIE collection stands out for its unique, 
pure shapes that sublimate matter. In the spirit of haute couture, MARIE is fully customizable, not only 
in terms of finishes but also through its various installation options. Create your own piece of haute 
couture faucets! MARIE's creative, innovative design has earned it numerous industry awards, including 
the prestigious Red Dot: Best of the Best.

Chrome

BlushMist Matte black 

Glossy black French gold

Create your dream faucet

B35-8009-00L-IHKH
Mist, blush & matte black

3D Configurator
barildesign.com/en/marie

Wall-mounted lavatory faucet 
with two countertop handles, 

drain not included 

B35-8100-00L-KJJK

Shower head 

TET-1210-35-JKK

Complete thermostatic valve 
with 2-way diverter 

B35-9320-00-KJK

Floor-mounted tub spout 

B35-1100-00-KE

Complete thermostatic valve 
with 2-way diverter 

B35-9320-00-IJI

Two-handle lavatory faucet, drain 
not included 

B35-8009-00L-IJKH

Single handle vessel lavatory 
faucet, drain not included 

B35-1020-00L-IKI

Select your finishes*
Choose the desired finish for each 
component from our selection of six finishes, 
including four exclusive MARIE finishes.

Visualize with our 3D configurator by 
scanning the QR code.

* Please refer to the catalog or feature summary to know the finishes 
available for each piece.
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Single handle lavatory faucet,
drain not included

B47-1080-00L-xx

8” c/c lavatory faucet, 
drain included

B47-8009-00L-xx

FLORA B47
The FLORA collection lets you customize your 
faucets by choosing the main and accent finishes 
independently, allowing over 100 different 
combinations. Its unique, nature-inspired design 
has earned it several awards, including a Red Dot 
Award. Its gentle curves, reminiscent of flowers and 
their foliage, will bring delicacy and elegance to 
your bathroom.

Select your main finish Select your accent finish
Choose from our nine regular BARIL 
finishes. The finish you choose will be the 
first letter of the color code.

In addition to the nine regular BARIL finishes, FLORA 
offers four exclusive accent finishes. The finish you 
choose will be the second letter of the color code.

Smokey 
F

Marble 
Q

Matte silver
A

Wood 
W

White 

B

Polished 
Nickel
Y

Venitian 
Bronze
T

Satin  
Copper
V

Gold

G

Brushed 
Nicke
N

Venitian 
Bronze
T

Satin  
Copper
V

Gold

G

B47-8009-00L-KA
Matte black & matte silver

B47-8009-00L-NW
Brushed nickel & wood

B47-8009-00L-LB
Satin brass & white

B47-8009-00L-CA
Chrome & matte silver

Single lever wall-mounted lavatory 
faucet, drain not included

B47-8100-00L-xx

Floor-mounted tub 
filler with hand shower 

B47-1100-00-xx

Complete thermostatic 
shower kit 

PRO-3302-47-YW

3D Configurator
barildesign.com/en/flora

Chrome 

C

Matte 
Black  
K

Satin 
Brass
L

White

B

Brushed 
Nickel
N

Chrome 

C

Matte 
Black 
K

Satin 
Brass
L

Polished 
Nickel
Y

Products from the B47 collection are shown in CF finish.

Visualize with our 3D configurator by 
scanning the QR code.

Create your dream faucet
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Single-hole lavatory faucet, 
drain not included*

B51-1010-00L-xx

Wall-mounted 
toilet paper holder

A04-1029-00-xx

Wall-mounted 
toilet paper holder

A46-1029-00-xx

Wall-mounted 
toilet paper holder

A66-1029-01-xx

Bathrobe holder

A04-1069-00-xx

Bathrobe holder

A46-1069-00-xx

Bathrobe holder

A66-1069-01-xx

12” single towel bar*

A04-6012-00-xx

12” single towel bar*

A46-6012-00-xx

Bathrobe holder

A66-1079-00-xx

18” single towel bar*

A04-6018-00-xx

24” single towel bar

A46-6024-00-xx

18” single towel bar*

A66-6018-00-xx

Single lever wall-mounted lavatory 
faucet, drain not included

B51-8100-00-xx

Floor-mounted tub 
filler with hand shower

B56-1100-00-xx

4-piece tub filler with hand
shower

B51-1469-00-xx

ACCENT 
B56
This collection is distinguished 
by the finesse of its assembly 
and the subtle positioning of 
its handle. Offered in Chrome 
finish, choose between White 
or Smokey accents to add a 
touch of color to the top.

MA B51
This architecturally designed 
collection features well-balanced 
lines and perfect proportions.

Single-hole lavatory faucet, 
drain not included*

B56-1010-00L-xx

8” c/c lavatory faucet, 
drain included 

B56-8009-00L-CF

8” c/c lavatory faucet, drain 
included 

B51-8009-00L-CF

Three finish options

Four finish options

Accessories

Triple towel bar 

A66-6315-00-LL

18” single towel bar*

A46-6018-00-CC

Bathrobe holder 

A04-1069-00-NN

PETITE 

PROFILE

ZIP 

* Also available with the drain included. 
Replace 00L with 1PL.

*Towel bars are also available in 24'' and 30'' versions.Products from the B51 collection are shown in CF finish. Accessories are shown in CC finish.

Products from the B56 collection are shown in CF finish.
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AIR offers a variety of shapes and plenty of finishes to 
choose from to create your very own faucets. Inspired 

by the principle of simplicity, this collection features 
basic geometric shapes, sleek lines and slim edges, 

giving it an airy effect that blends into any bathroom 
style. Have fun trying out different combinations to 

find the one that's right for you!

Four Handles, 
Your Choice

Circular
Cross

Symmetrical Lever
Asymmetrical Lever

AIR B80

B80-8001-1PL-NN +
M80-8000-220-NB

B80-8002-1PL-NN +
M80-8000-330-NB

REN-8800-00-NN

REN-8800-00-LL

REN-8800-00-KK

B80-8001-1PL-LL +
M80-8000-110-LB

B80-8003-1PL-KK +
M80-8000-440-KV
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Conceived and designed as a platform, AIR offers 
not only future-proof styles, but also universal 
components that can be reused rather than replaced. 
In a sustainability effort, the BARIL design team offers 
with AIR the possibility to make your faucets evolve with 
trends. For example, change the shape of the handles, 
the spout, or even the finishes, without touching the 
underlying plumbing hardware. In other words, give your 
faucets a second life!

Just like MARIE and FLORA, the potential 
for these platforms in the future is infinite, 
this is just the first step in the right 
direction.

*Available with or without drain. 
Replace XXL by 1PL (drain included) or 00L (drain not included).

Future-
proof

B80-1031-XXL-xx +
M80-1030-10-xx

B80-1032-XXL-xx +
M80-1030-10-xx

B80-1031-XXL-xx +
M80-1030-40-xx

B80-1032-XXL-xx +
M80-1030-40-xx

B80-1031-XXL-xx +
M80-1030-30-xx

B80-1032-XXL-xx +
M80-1030-30-xx

B80-1031-XXL-xx +
M80-1030-20-xx

B80-1032-XXL-xx +
M80-1030-20-xx

Single-hole 
lavatory faucet*

B80-1032-00L-LL +
M80-1030-20-LL

Products from the B80 collection on this page are shown in LL finish.
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01 05The style
See all the
possibilities with 
our 3D configurator

Round 
spout

One handle

Co
un

te
rt

op
W

al
l-m

ou
nt

ed

Square 
spout

Two handles

Low square 
spout

23

B80-8042-00L-KK +
M80-8000-440-KK

B80-8042-00L-VV +
M80-8000-220-VV

04 Handle(s) finish

Plain Two-tone

03 Spout finish

Chrome 

C

Matte 
black 
K

Satin 
brass
L

Polished 
nickel
Y

White

B

Brushed
Nickel 
N

Venitian
bronze 
T

Satin  
copper
V

Gold

G

02 Handle(s) shape

Circular
Symmetrical 
Lever

Asymmetrical 
LeverCross

Let Your 
Creativity Flow barildesign.com/en/air

We recommend that the finish of the handle 
base be the same as the spout. 

B80-8102-00L-BB +
M80-8100-30-BB REN-8423-02-BB

REN-8423-02-KK
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Floor-mounted 
tub filler with 
hand shower

Accessories

B80-1102-00-LL +
M80-1100-20-LL

B80-1102-00-LL +
M80-1100-10-LL

Bathrobe holder

A80-1069-00-LL 

Bathrobe holder

A66-1069-01-LL 

Wall-mounted 
toilet paper holder

A66-1029-01-LL 

Single towel bar*

A66-60XX-00-LL 

B80-1101-00-LL +
M80-1100-10-LL

B80-1102-00-LL +
M80-1100-20-LL

B80-1101-00-LL +
M80-1100-20-LL

B80-1102-00-LL +
M80-1100-30-LL

B80-1101-00-LL +
M80-1100-30-LL

B80-1102-00-LL +
M80-1100-40-LL

B80-1101-00-LL +
M80-1100-40-LL

DGL-2580-53-LL (x2)
TET-1210-01-LL (x2)
BRA-1612-66-LL (x2)
RAC-9001-16-LL (x2)
B80-9401-00-LL + M80-9400-20-LL 
B80-9560-02-LL (x2) + M80-9500-20-LL (x2)

* Available in 18'', 24'' and 30''. 
Replace XX with 18, 24 or 30.

Products from the B80 collection and the 
accessories on this page are shown in LL finish.
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A Bespoke 
Solution

TET-1010-01-KK
BRA-1612-66-KK

B80-9453-00-KK + M80-9453-10-KY
B80-9560-02-KK + M80-9500-10-KY

DOU-2604-01-YY
RAC-9001-21-KK

BOY-2800-00-KK

01 05The style
See all the
possibilities with 
our 3D configurator

PRO-3301-80-KK + 
M80-9453-10-KV + 
M80-9500-20-KV

PRO-4201-80-CC + 
M80-9520-230-CK

PRO-4202-80-LL + 
M80-9520-230-LL

Sh
ow

er
 va

lv
e

Sh
ow

er
 h

ea
d

Round plate

Round 
shower head

Square plate

Square 
shower head

Without plate

Handle trims are interchangeable and can be 
installed on the top or bottom of pressure 
balanced thermostatic valves.

02 Handle(s) shape

We recommend that the finish of the handle 
base be the same as the plate.

04 Handle(s) finish

Plain Two-tone

03 Plate, shower head &
hand shower finish

Chrome 

C

Matte 
black 
K

Satin 
brass
L

Polished 
nickel
Y

White

B

Brushed
Nickel 
N

Venitian
bronze 
T

Satin  
copper
V

Gold

G

Circular Symmetrical 
lever

Asymmetrical 
lever

Cross

barildesign.com/en/air
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